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What is your overall assessment of the 
effectiveness of the teaching assistant?

N=44

Poor 0 (0%) 1
Fair 0 (0%) 2
Good 0 (0%) 3
Very good 13 (30%) 4
Excellent 31 (71%) 5

 6 N/A 0 (0%)

Median 5 Std Dev 0.46Interpolated Median 4.79Mean 4.70
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TA Comments Report for: Tatyana Vitaliyevna Avilova

What are the strengths and weaknesses of your teaching assistant (discussion section 
leader, lab section leader, grader, or other assistant) as an instructor, and how might his or 
her teaching be improved?

Q1

she was great at explaining things! she made things clear and drew out diagrams. she was fantastic at 

answering any questions we had.

-

Great-

I think that she was really good at explaining concepts that we learned in lecture.-

Explained concepts in generally clear and concise ways and was quite responsive.-

Motivated-

Overall very informative TA. She made the material very understandable and was always prepared and well 

organized.

-

Cared about our success and taught material confidently and effectively.-

She's very good at explaining concepts clearly, she cares about the students, and she answers questions in 

class and by email promptly. She's great, take her lab section.

-

Very clear explanation, good class engagement-

Amazing - Tatyana was patient and explained concepts incredibly clearly.-

Educated yet casual.-

She was the best TA. She didn't miss a single detail and was remarkably competent in every lecture. She was 

also very honest and, when she didn't know something, she would always be sure to email us the solution 

within the day.

-

Strong lab leader, approachable and understanding. Explains problems very thoroughly and goes over lectures 

of that week

-

Great TA–– she explains everything clearly and checks to make sure we understand the material before 

moving on.

-

Tatyana was an incredible TA. Lab sessions were really engaging, very helpful, and I think I got a lot out of 

them.

-

Very responsive to emails!-
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She was amazing! Very dedicated, there to answer any and all questions, prepared, could explain everything 

well, very nice, and enthusiastic about economics!

-

Tatyana was very clear and easy to follow. She was also very nice, and I was comfortable raising my hand to 

answer her questions. Sometimes, though, I felt like she was relying heavily on notes (but this was probably 

because we only had a short amount of time to cover a large amount of material).

-

Amazing.-

She was the best TA for labs of all the ones I went to (4 total)-

Tatyana is really enthusiastic about economics, especially micro.  She's very thorough and clear when teaching 

and explaining the material.  If she's even slightly unsure about a question someone has in class, she'll return 

an answer to the whole class via email after researching.  Tatyana is dedicated, wants students to understand 

the information she's giving, and is cheerful!

-

Very strong TA-- thorough, responsive to emails, explains things well, willing to stay after recitation to answer 

questions

-

My teaching assistant was a little hard to follow at some points, as she sometimes went very quickly to 

describe terms.  Also the use of different countries to explain terms sometimes made me confused.

-

Tatyana was clear and direct and helped us understand course content well. She was very willing to answer all 

questions we had.

-

I think Tatyana was a phenomenal teacher and TA, and I was very impressed by her knowledge of the subject 

and how helpful/fun she was in the discussion section. Really appreciate a good TA.

-

Very good, open to questions and helpful.-

Tatyana was a great TA and always made sure to clarify things outside of discussion (by email, etc.) when she 

wasn't sure about something in discussion section. That's a level of effort and care that most TA's definitely do 

not show in general.

-

she's great-

Tatyana is an amazing TA. She provides real-world examples, and explains everything clearly. I switched to 

her section after she subbed for mine - she's amazing!

-

I shopped multiple lab sessions, and Tatyana was easily the most prepared of the teaching assistants. She 

struggled at times to answer questions that she was not anticipating but always followed up with emails after 

lab when she had taken the time to form an appropriate answer. The layout of her sessions was easy to follow, 

with outlines that made the content more accessible.

-
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I thought that she was a really great TA. She was very engaged and conveyed the material in an effective and 

easy to understand manner. She also usually included really helpful probem examples that helped me to 

understand concepts better.

-

Very helpful during OH.-

I think that she was a great teaching assistant. The material was presented very clearly and provided a depth 

that ensured understanding - along with plenty of examples. She was great at answering questions and 

provided multiple ways of understanding that really helped me transfer these methods from topic to topic. 

Overall, I feel like she really helped me to deeply understand the material.

-

Tatyana was absolutely fantastic. She truly wants to help every student and is more than willing to spend 

extra time on anything. Furthermore, she is fantastic at explaining key concepts and offers great clarification 

of lecture concepts. She is nice, thoughtful and overall excellent.

-

Very good at explaining concepts.-

Great TA. Explained concepts very clearly and was always available to answer questions.-


